Sub: Crime Analysis Wing at CID-Crime Branch, Cuttack

CID-Crime Branch is entrusted with the task of monitoring the investigation of all SR cases of the State. It is seen that the Supervision Notes in SR cases are invariably received in abnormal delay. At times the quality of supervision notes is also not up to the mark. Often routine instructions are imparted without any value addition to the process of investigation. This has adversely affected conviction rate over the years.

2. First few days of any criminal investigation are crucial for preparation of plan of investigation, working out clues, collection of vital evidence and examination of important witnesses. Therefore, timely and effective guidance to IOs during initial phase of investigation can be of immense help. However due to late receipt of reports in SR cases CID-Crime Branch is often not in position to properly guide the IOs and SOs. In order to overcome this problem, it has been decided to establish a CRIME ANALYSIS WING at CID-CB, Cuttack to impart timely expert advice the I.O. in heinous cases.

3. In Crime Analysis Wing, important and sensational cases like Murder, Dacoity, Robbery, Rape, organized crime etc. would be selected for live audio-visual discussion with IO and SO within seven days of registration of the case. A team of experienced investigators will have threadbare discussion on investigation of the cases. Experts from legal and cyber sections of CID-CB will also take part in the discussion.

4. The Crime Analysis Wing Team would analyze progress of investigation of the case and the evidence collected by the IO. With a purpose to steer the investigation in right direction the team will guide and educate the IO and impart instructions for evidence collection with use of latest technologies in forensic science, cyber forensics, DNA fingerprinting etc.

5. The audio-visual interface will be used to interact simultaneously with IOs and SOs. With use of platform of interactive applications like WhatsApp, Google Duo video call, Skype, imo, Viber, Jio Video Call etc. District Legal Advisor should also
take part in the discussion for better co-ordination. District SsP may also join the interaction on the conference video call, if feasible on their part.

6. Instructions orally imparted to the IO during the interaction by Crime Analysis Wing team will be promptly communicated to SP in writing for information and necessary action at his end. It is expected that during supervision of the case the SO will ensure compliance of these instructions by the IO and deal the same in his supervision note.

7. The compliance to the instructions will also be monitored by concerned SR Section of CID-Crime Branch. Based on such compliance and subsequent developments in the cases, instructions may be imparted by further reviews in similar method for successful investigation and prosecution of the case.

8. In view of the fact that the discussion with IO will take place from a remote location by audio-visual method and the Crime Analysis Wing Team will not be in position to visit the spot and personally interact with witnesses, the instructions would be only suggestive in nature. District SsP or SO may add or modify any instruction under intimation to CID-Crime Branch.
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Copy forwarded to:

- All Dist. SsP including, SsRP, Cuttack/Rourkela & DcsP, Bhubaneswar/Cuttack, SsP, CID, CB/STF/EOW with a request to ensure strict implementation of the aforementioned orders.
- Commissioner of Police, Bhubaneswar-Cuttack, Bhubaneswar/ADGP, Railways, Bhubaneswar/DIGP, EOW/STF, Bhubaneswar/All Range IsGP/DisGP for information and necessary action.

(Dr. R. P. Sharma)
Director General of Police,
Odisha, Cuttack
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